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Introduction
Picture the scene:
Boston, USA, July 2012, American Association of Law Libraries Annual
Conference.
Having just finished giving my paper on 'Engaging and Educating the Screen Addicts of 2012' I slipped in at the back of a room where a roundtable discussion around technologies in teaching was taking place. I was in time to hear one of the (clearly appalled) participants sounding off about my session and how it wasn't her job to entertain (this said with particular disgust) students.
I had felt my paper had been well received; with abundant audience questions and comments as I drew to a close, so this was a bit of a blow. Fast-forward three years, I've since swapped law librarianship for teaching law and although the memory of that sting remains vivid, I am even more committed to a view that we need to reach out to our students in a variety of ways, drawing on whatever tools we have, to bring our teaching (and their learning) alive.
Today, communicating to burgeoning lecture theatres of students who struggle to concentrate 2 brings vast challenges to universities. Much has been made of the effect of excessive, competing demands for our attention in these times of 'instant-everything'. In Is Google Making Us Stupid? 3 Nicholas Carr shared his concerns that the online world was making it more difficult for him to engage intellectually, lamenting his inability to carry out deep reading, as his concentration levels reduce. His book, The Shallows, 4 progressed this argument further, suggesting our brains were being rewired, unable to cope with the distraction technology -constantly flitting from one small task to another.
Within Higher Education (HE) we seek to tackle this via various methods, a current popular option being by 'flipping the classroom' to use the physical space for active learning with small-group breakouts, putting the responsibility on them for front-loading their knowledge. We may enhance more traditional lectures through the use of various technologies in order to engage students: PowerPoint or Prezis, polling systems 5 like PollEverywhere where we can test them, check understanding or simply break the ice. Assorted mediums are used to maintain engagement: video footage from YouTube or clips of TV programmes from Box of Broadcasts 6 . Some lecturers are using social media tools like Twitter to connect with students in new ways 7 .
The question as to when engagement crosses the line into the realms of entertainment infers that this cheapens the message. Catching the imagination of our students gives us half a chance of then absorbing them; the hook of engagement meaning they may then get involved in that tutorial discussion rather than sitting mute, that they might independently tackle that journal article you added to your reading list. Doug Johnson refers to 'distractive rather than disruptive technologies,' 8 ruminating on how we need to make ourselves more compelling than whatever app they're looking at on their devices.
Outside of lectures, we are concerned that students enter HE ill equipped for the rigours of a law degree: many struggling to keep up with the reading, to engage in meaningful debate or to write critically. We know that they need some persuasion to step up and take individual responsibility for their learning -researching independently, asking questions of the literature they find, rather than wordlessly accepting what they read or hear as gospel.
In this piece I seek to show that discrete areas of practice, typically the concern of professionals outside of law teaching, are not only coming together but also may need to become a key focus of those teaching law if we are to meaningfully address the issues spoken of above.
In what follows we'll look to engagement and how librarians and digital or information literacy might have a role to play, before focusing on the importance of the visual within learning; via books, online, TV/film and considering what we can learn from practitioners of information design. Finally the article will touch on experience-based learning via simulation and pro bono. The piece concludes with an impression of what might be necessary in the future.
Digging deeper: Legal research and information/digital literacy
Many academic law librarians in the UK have until recently enjoyed a somewhat protected position within university libraries, partly because of the requirements within the SLS Statement of Standards 9 and partly because legal research is seen as so specialised. University Librarians nationwide groan inwardly as their law librarians pipe up "..but it's different for law.." in meetings. However the role of liaison or subject librarian has been chipped away at many institutions, with some libraries preferring to run an economic model based on function -including a group of teaching and learning librarians who will interchangeably adapt generic materials to teach, whether dealing with future optometrists, engineers or lawyers. Individual expertise is being eroded, whilst jack-of-all-trades are embraced.
What does this mean for law schools? It means losing that individual who knew your students, the courses that they were studying and the challenges they faced. Most troubling is the legal research element of that role, a skill that many law schools leave to the librarian to teach for an hour or two via a standalone class in semester one, rather than embedding throughout the curriculum 10 . There needs to be a recognition that actually what we think of as 'legal research skills' are now so all-pervasive that they impact on every element of our students' time with us (and beyond): their study, the way they present themselves to the world and their employability. You may have heard the term 'information literacy' used within your own institutions.
Information literacy, used somewhat interchangeably with digital literacy or even metaliteracy, has been defined in a multitude of ways but SCONUL expresses it clearly:
Information literate people will demonstrate an awareness of how they gather, use, manage, synthesise and create information and data in an ethical manner and will have the information skills to do so effectively 11 . Metaliteracy has been described as 'information literacy reinvented 12 ' and additionally incorporates the way we collaborate to produce information and share it via digital environments, such as social media or online communities. It enmeshes some element of reflection and self-assessment with regard to the level of your literacy.
In this print/digital hybrid era, researching students have a double-edged problem: information overload and ill-refined quality receptors. Common complaints from academics are that students rely too heavily on textbooks, use journal articles rarely, fail to question the authority of posts they read online and cite inaccurately. The familiarity with technology, embedded in most aspects of our lives, can mean overconfident students dismissing the need to learn how to research 13 , stubbornly utilising the 'stick-it-into-google' approach, regardless of database. The generation that has grown up with technology doesn't remember a world where you couldn't broadcast to the nation with a few taps on your mobile.
In terms of information literacy these observations raise several issues: first the afore-mentioned sheep-like acceptance of what they read online, second the non-appreciation of hierarchy amongst sources (especially crucial to law) and thirdly the pitfalls concerning digital reputation and identity (also key to those considering entering the legal profession 14 ).
Historically legal research was taught in a very structured linear fashion: print first, allowing students to gain familiarity with indexes, citators and multi- . It was source rather than problem-driven. This approach does not help in an academic or practice context, and profound changes need to take place if we are to empower independent learners who are ready for practice.
Another conference story -this time we are in Newcastle, June 2011 at the British and Irish Association of Law Librarians (BIALL) Conference. Here, at a 'Have Your Say' session 16 a number of practice-based librarians piped up to comment on the appalling research capabilities of trainees entering their firms, wondering why academic law librarians weren't teaching them. Some had been asked by senior partners to 'verify the research presented by new trainees'
17
. This prompted some expected defensiveness from the academic sector, with members raising the issue that many law librarians struggle to secure allocated space within the timetable for legal research teaching. In addition stating that many are no longer uniquely law; being also responsible for other (often diverse) subject areas, meaning high demand from different departments within the university. There was further concern at the news that legal research skills would cease to be assessed independently as part of the professional courses, and an observation that validation visits often focused on collections rather than legal research teaching. Palfrey reinforces this dissatisfaction: 'Firms and young lawyers themselves report that law schools are not meeting the needs of the lawyers that they are sending into the profession' They [trainees in England and Wales] appeared to be generally unfamiliar with paper-based resources by comparison with digital resources. In addition they noted that trainees seemed to depend on one-hit-only searching: in other words they did not check thoroughly and contextually around their findings. They used Google extensively and their searches tended to be shallow and brief. Trainees were also increasingly unable to distinguish between the genres of legal research tools -the difference between an encyclopedia and a digest, for example. They seemed to lack persistence and diligence in searching, as well as organisation.
The Statement is designed as a competency framework to be used across both the academic (undergraduate or law conversion courses) and professional spheres ( Rather than having legal research neatly parceled as a distinct part of a legal skills or method course at the beginning of the first year, there is a sense that actually the students should see legal research as part of everything they dowhether it is finding literature to support their view in an essay, researching firms online before starting the application process or keeping up to date via both traditional mediums (news sites/ journals) or more social means like blogs or twitter. The digital revolution and the immediacy of information has altered the way in which we all locate and use information and we need to ensure our students are being given tools and strategies to harness this. Students reserve little respect for the elements of their course that they see as 'add-ons' -making research the sole domain of librarians exacerbates this.
Legal information literacy needs to be threaded into the very fabric of law school life, embedded in curriculums via partnerships between academics and librarians. Maharg's reflections on the BIALL Working Group LETR interview reinforce this -'academic staff needed to design with library staff in joint activities' as well as drawing out the notion that too much focus is on content, 23 1. Demonstrate an understanding of the need for the thorough investigation of all relevant factual and legal issues involved in a research task 2. Demonstrate the ability to undertake systematic comprehensive legal research 3. Demonstrate the ability to analyse research findings effectively 4. Demonstrate the ability to present the results of research in an appropriate and effective manner 5. Continuing Professional Development -refreshing the legal research skills required of a modern lawyer. 24 ? Indeed can a profession survive, when the new generation are unable to use the very materials core to its practice.
My personal convergence
As a former librarian I can vouch for what the information profession can contribute to law schools, if it is given the opportunity. My own role embodies to some small extent the convergence that I believe may have to take place in all of us; technology and the shift to digital gave me the opportunity to build on my skills in different areas -carrying out traditional librarian activities (collection-building, managing library space, liaising with the school) but whilst creating learning resources for the web, developing my teaching and community-building. My work online started life in 2002 with a focus on legal research, creating a gateway site, Lawbore 27 , for law students getting a handle on the free legal resources available. I developed this with various community elements -news, events calendar and forum. The site broadened as my understanding of both the discipline and the students increased; I started to think again about legal research and how to make learning these skills appealing, then tackling other areas (mooting and legal writing) to create the wiki Learnmore 28 . Careers became another focus and I began encouraging both students and alumni to share their experiences by writing pieces or being interviewed on the blog Future Lawyer
29
. The reach of these resources went far beyond my own institution's students and I began giving papers at conferences both nationally and internationally 30 . I knew I had made significant inroads when a student emailed me after their attendance at the National Law Student Forum in 2012:
'…when the students knew I was representing City University they couldn't stop talking about Lawbore. Words can't describe how happy I was to see students outside our university talk about it and use it. I couldn't but explain to you how thankful I am of you, and all that effort we see you put in, pays off'. Understanding the challenges of transition for those studying law at university is one thing but actually connecting with students and helping them engage with your learning materials is quite another. This goes back to that barbed comment from a US librarian; we might not like to think we are entertaining students or think we have to. However our students spend much of their day connected to devices; whether watching, listening, tweeting, taking photos, status updating, sharing, chatting or texting.
The visual has become all-important -Instagram and Snapchat rule, along with those ubiquitous selfies. Videos and images are created to share; with their creators looking for likes, hits and retweets. We are competing for their attention and to a certain extent need to exploit this preference for visual within our teaching.
The power of the visual Books
Ask outsiders what they imagine law student life is like and likely themes would emerge around reading weighty books and excessive periods spent in the library. Books of course, do feature heavily in a law student's life but we know that many of them find extensive reading very challenging, and struggle to keep up. The 'mind the gap' phenomenon indicates that those at school tend to read excerpts or chunks and find it difficult to accelerate this at university, both in terms of volume and complexity.
After a decade of resistance from legal publishers to make their textbooks available electronically, we are finally there. Most of the practitioner texts have been available for some time. However the textbook model has been difficult to pin down, with publishers concerned with how they can guarantee the same levels of profitability they enjoy from hard copy texts purchased by university libraries and students. Products like OUP Law Trove and Sweet and Maxwell e-books are still in their infancy and in this print/digital era are difficult to justify when students still want their books in print.
The JISC e-books observatory project found that many students see e-books as useful for dipping into, for something specific, but not as an extended reading tool. Convenience and search functionality is seen as useful but interactivity viewed as breaking concentration. Having to use a device or computer to access e-books means students find themselves tempted by social media distractions. Navigation is also an issue, with many services requiring the use of scrolling and a next page button 31 . A Washington Post article flags research by Naomi S. Baron which reinforces this further; noting that 'readers spend little more than a minute on web pages, and only 16% of 31 JISC National e-books observatory project 'E-book use by academic staff and students in UK universities: focus groups report' (2009) <http://observatory.jiscebooks.org/reports/e-bookuse-by-academic-staff-and-students-in-uk-universities-focus-groups-report-2/> accessed 1 June 2015 people read word by word'
32
. She also cites how 90% of students surveyed said they multitasked while reading on screen, against 1% who did so when reading print. What is becoming clear is this isn't just a case of one format over another but actually an alteration in the way these 'millennials' read, with rapid scanning triumphing over a reflective 'deep-read'. Baron describes a 'pedagogical reboot' -as academics should we be thinking more deeply about how we allocate reading on the basis of this?
When we think about visual learning we think of images on screen but reading text in books can be a visual experience. One of Baron's interviewees speaks of 'building a physical map in my mind of where things are' -recalling where a significant section of the text is by the layout of the page and text within it. This is a common observation of those who read in print but not digitally. Other reflections of reading in print include 'it takes me longer because I read more carefully' and 'it's easier to follow stories'. If students come into HE with limited experience of reading and then dive into reading e-books, they face a double-whammy of learning challenges -this is something that embedded information literacy could seek to address.
There has been a significant shift with regards to the view of visual elements within books, with such features historically castigated for appearing in student textbooks. In looking at a book review by Robert Connors of a standard university textbook, Diana George notes how he: This rather scathing review illustrates how far we have come; with the visual features common to modern textbooks -diagrams and coloured text panels to indicate 'thinking points' or excerpts from judgments are seen as no reflection on the reader's intellect, but as expected pedagogical tools used to break down complexities and explain more clearly. 
Film/TV
Despite great advances in mobile technology meaning that almost anyone can film cheaply; creating films or video clips is time-consuming and creating effects requires expertise. Using clips from commercial films or TV series to teach is certainly not new, but its application has been underused within UK law schools 35 . Certainly students find the novelty of watching film engaging, and a welcome break from listening to their lecturer or reading textbooks, but there are added benefits: development of non-textual reasoning skills 36 Touching back on the entertainment issue, this section wouldn't be complete without reference to Neil Postman's 'Amusing Ourselves to Death' 39 . He argues that our existence is more akin to the vision in Huxley's 'Brave New World', than Orwell's '1984', a world where a totalitarian state is unnecessary -we in fact control ourselves by succumbing to the soporific, unchallenging medium of television. Postman asserts that each medium of communication is only capable of transmitting a certain level of knowledge, and that our enslavement to neat packages of visual content (a departure from a wholly literate culture) has meant that we are only capable of taking on soundbites, nothing more substantial.
Postman's warning about the risks of making the mode of delivery more important than the message has resonance in the 'edu-tainment' debate. I'm certainly not advocating a curriculum where students are overloaded with snapshots of visual content at the expense of deep-thinking reflection evoked by the written or spoken word. However, it seems that a multimodal approach to teaching, employing a wide range of different resources, holds much potential for engaging learners.
Online law resources
Despite warnings about damaging social relationships 40 and self-esteem 41 , the very modern photographic trend of sharing and 'selfies' shows no sign of abating. This has been harnessed within induction week at Lancashire Law School, to build a feeling of community in new law students. 42 The OpenLawMap 43 plots locations of legal significance and Lancashire newbies are encouraged to visit selections of these in groups, take selfies outside and do some research on their mobiles to answer questions relating to the site. This later feeds into legal skills classes where they follow up on some of the issues raised. One site was Preston Crown Court where the Coronation Street (TV soap series) actor William Roache faced trial for historic sex offences; in classes students looked at the Code for Crown Prosecutors to consider the decision to prosecute in this case.
The Learnmore 44 site has a strong emphasis on the visual to aid student engagement, from the hand-drawn style of illustration that ties the site together, to the range of multimedia. The first thing users see is a student head with different portions of his brain portioned off: Exams, Careers, Writing, Mooting, Research and Newbies. Choosing a section will then deliver resources for refining that skill. Resources range from articles (often written by students or alumni), to talking slideshows (voiced-over PowerPoints The focus on design to enhance the accessibility of the message is not just about adding pretty pictures; information design is, as Helena Haapiio notes 'also about many other useful things such as language, readability, typography, layout, colour coding, and white space' 49 . Visualisation refers to any non-textual way of communicating, and might take the form of a diagram, infographic, image, table, icon or chart. Simplification is the ultimate aim and there are many examples of projects designed to bring alive and aid comprehension of legal content. Many such projects focus on rules and regulations; Candy Chang's Street Vendor Guide 50 clarifies the (previously 100% textual) rules for those running stalls on the streets of New York City via illustrated diagrams and prose of short sentences. Haapio researches around visualisation and user-centred contract design, observing that 'visualisation used alongside contract texts help to piece things together. They speed up negotiations' 51 . The lawyer/designer duo at Dejure Design 52 reach out to social justice organisations wanting to maximize the clarity of their legal work and make it more accessible. Margaret Hagan, founder of Open Law Lab 53 , works out of Stanford Law School combining law, technology and design to collaborate with students, social justice organisations and community groups. All this prompts the thought that actually here's another role to add to Susskind's list of potential legal roles of the future 54 : the Legal Visualiser. As teachers we can take much from this -are there elements of our modules that would be better communicated by image or diagram rather than text? In their personal lives our students are more open to becoming content creators, is the onus on us to give them creative possibilities to do this within their studies?
Keeping it real (man)
Simulation and pro bono has a long history of success within legal education, and its importance shows no sign of waning. Prospective students are always keen to find out what pro bono opportunities are available and which clinics are running, many using this as criteria to compare law school offerings. In an academic law environment however, the chances you get to put what you've learnt into practice can be quite limited until you have got all those core subjects under your belt. Problem-based learning which 'requires learners to construct and develop their own knowledge through researching and developing solutions to open-ended, real-life problems' 55 , is an obvious pedagogic strategy within law, and may take place via a 'combination of the real, paper and virtual worlds' 56 . Allowing students to be let loose to find solutions independently, within a structured task, can result in them gaining a sense of what it is like to be a professional early in their studies, as well as provoking a deeper level of learning.
Earlier in this piece we've touched on a number of ways in which we can bring that element of 'real-life' into academic law -Lawbore uses its community, both current students and alumni, to share their experiences with the site's users. This might be about a mini pupillage or an internship; it may be an insight into a practice area via one of our alumni or an account of a mooting competition, workshop or event 57 . In addition the Mooting section 58 of Learnmore includes multiple video clips illustrating different learning points which have been captured in real moots. Students are often far keener to accept advice from peers than they are from their lecturers; Herndon notes how 'Law professors' personal stories about 'how I learned it' are somewhat meaningless and antiquated' 59 . Lancashire's Preston Law Trial takes students to 'real' locations and then connects those with 'real' issues and current case law.
Pro Bono work and law clinics are very much in demand; technology has altered these too, with great enthusiasm for clinics with a tech dimension. In London The City Law School has Start-Ed 60 and Queen Mary has qLegal 61 , both focused on offering legal advice to start-ups, small businesses and entrepreneurs, with students and lawyers working together.
Collaboration is one of the core values of today's digital space, with so many technology solutions offering features which allow you to share, whether it be documents (Google Docs), photos (Flickr, Instagram) or research papers and references (Mendeley). Despite the ready availability of such tools, there is an argument that there hasn't been enough focus on collaboration in the teaching of law, whether at the academic or professional stage. Odd, when teamwork is so pivotal to legal practice.
Two simulation initiatives that have promoted collaboration and given their students a chance to play a professional role within a virtual firm are Ardcalloch, the virtual town for students at the Glasgow Graduate School of Law at the University of Strathclyde and a programme inspired by this at the Australian National University's (ANU) Legal Workshop Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice. Here, students operate as part of law firms in teams, gaining 57 Some examples: Internship at the Women's Legal Centre in Cape Town insights into practice and the challenges of working with others as well as putting into practice the legal skills from their course via discrete tasks. In relation to teamwork at ANU, students found many challenges where the level of commitment in their group differed, echoing real life: 'not all students placed the same importance on professional values such as diligence, respect for other firm members, clear and timely communication and time management' 62 .
On both courses measures had to be put in place to prevent teams becoming dysfunctional; Practice Mentors/Managers (experienced solicitors) were put in place to work closely with teams in order to foster mutual trust within the group dynamic. One task 63 required students to write an piece for a client bulletin for the firm website. This was meant to be a collaborative task but students floundered, producing work individually with no enthusiasm for peer review. Addressing this, the module underwent amendments including offering advice via webcasts from a web writer and PSL on writing collaboratively and provision of a wiki meaning that students could upload drafts, read and amend each others work before revising and submitting.
The skills wrapped up in this task are significant:
Legal research -they learnt how to look for the material most relevant to their audience, asking themselves the purpose of such information for a client. Legal writing -they learnt how to write for an audience: pitching it at a level a client would be able to understand and find useful. This would be advicebased, very different from something they may have written at the academic law stage. This also included gaining an understanding of where writing for the web differs and the importance of tone. Team working and collaboration -learning to take on board comments and criticisms from other team-members. Understanding of the bigger picture -there are wider lessons here around professionalism: responsibility for a firm's 'message' and digital reputation for example. Social media has brought many challenges for law firms, who are often ridiculed for their bland corporate presence on Twitter. On the flipside, law firm Twitter feeds are littered with clumsy attempts 64 to connect their business with real life events to attract a new audience.
Conclusion
As teachers of law, we are concerned with getting the best from our students: keeping them interested, helping them develop into independent learners
